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I. Give the synonyms of :
1.Munches
2.Recipe
3.Shine
4.Delicious
5.Proud
6.Look
-

(6x1=6)

II.Give the antonyms of:
1.Enough
x
2.Wise
x
3.Friend
x
4.Slim
x
5.Prepare
x
6.Day
x

(6x1=6)

III.Frame sentences using the given words.
1.Roast
2.Insect
3.Party
4.Help
-

(4x2=8)

IV.Write thesaurus of :
1.Switch on 2.Be fed up -

(2x2=4)

V.Answer any 5 of the following in one word.
1.Why did the dragonfly feel proud of himself?
2.What was Ramu working as?
3.Who is a dragonfly and where does it live?
4.What happened to Ramu when he got up?
5.Name the insects that live near a pond in the story?
6.Who helped Ramu to prepare food for the party?

b.Who is the lunch for the day?
2.”Thanks to all for the delicious food, the recipe book was our chef
for the day”.
a.Who said these words?
b.Who was chef for the day?
VII. Quote from Memory the first four lines of the Poem “Bender the
Blender”.
(8 Marks)

(5x2=10)

VI.Annotation
(2x3=6)
1.’’He is so foolish to sit near the rock and talk to his friends. He is
my lunch for the day”
a.Who said these words?

VIII. Answer any one in brief :
(1x4=4)
1.What happened to the dragonfly at the end?
2.Name the utensils which helped Ramu to prepare food for the
party.
IX. Answer in detail(any one)
1.Explain the life of proud dragonfly
2.Explain about Ramu and the big offer

(1x5=5)

X. Choose the correct answer.
1.Ant walks with its ______________(wings/legs)
2._____________runs the restaurant.(Ramu/Recipe book)
3.Dragonfly is ________(Red/Blue)
4.The food was _________(Tasteless/Delicious)
5.__________is too proud of itself(Lady bug/Dragonfly)

(5x1=5)

XI. Match the following :
1.Ant
-Jump
2.Knife
-March
3.Grasshopper-Chop

(3x1=3)

XII. Arrange the words and make sentences :
1.bag could you me a give?
2.tell may I a story?

(2x2=4)

XIII. Write true or false.
1.We make milkshake with Mixie.
2.The tongue of the chameleon is smooth
3.We mix with recipe book
4.We cut with knife.
XIV.Arrange the letters and write the correct words.
1.Cut tiny pieces with _______________(egratr)
2.Beat with a ________________(khswi)

(4x1=4)

(2x1=2)

